Social robots are becoming a companion in everyday life. To be well accepted by humans, they should efficiently understand meanings of their partners' motions and body language and respond accordingly. Learning concepts by imitation brings them this ability in a user-friendly way. This paper presents a fast and robust model for incremental learning of concepts by imitation (ILoCI). In ILoCI, observed multimodal spatiotemporal demonstrations are incrementally abstracted and generalized based on their perceptual and functional similarities during the imitation. Perceptually similar demonstrations are abstracted by a dynamic model of the mirror neuron system. The functional similarities of demonstrations are also learned through a limited number of interactions with the teacher. Incremental relearning of acquired concepts together through memory rehearsal enables the learner to gradually extract and utilize the common structural relations among demonstrations to expedite the learning process especially at the initial stages. Performance of ILoCI is assessed using a standard benchmark dataset and a human-robot interaction task in which a humanoid robot learns to abstract teacher's hand motions during imitation. Its performance is also evaluated on occluded observations that are probable in real environments. The results show efficiency of ILoCI in concept acquisition, recognition, prediction, and generation in addition to its robustness to occlusions and high variability in observations.
many difficulties in designing and programming robots, since they should operate in complex environments with unpredictable or time-varying dynamics as well as interact with individuals [3] [4] [5] [6] . Moreover, ordinary users generally do not have enough expertise to program robots for new tasks [4] , [5] , [7] . Furthermore, robots should be more sociable to gain acceptance as intelligent companions in daily life. Therefore, these requirements and limitations specify the necessity of developing socially interactive learning methods for robots to cope with new environments and tasks instead of being preprogrammed [3] , [5] , [6] , [8] .
In recent decades, research has led to advances in interactive trial-error-based learning methods [5] , [8] ; however, such methods require numerous trials to learn complicated tasks. This drawback impedes the applicability of these methods in robotics generally, and in social ones particularly [5] , [8] . However, scrutinizing efficient social learning methods in animals and humans indicates that these creatures employ a mixture of reinforcement learning and imitation learning, also known as programming by demonstration in the robotics literature [3] , [5] , [6] , [8] [9] [10] [11] , to reduce learning trails by benefiting from others' expertise as well as the individual learning.
Although all social learning methods (e.g., mimicry, emulation, and goal emulation) from the high-level knowledge transfer to the low-level exact regeneration of observed demonstrations are mistakenly known as imitation, but there are stark differences between them [5] , [6] , [11] . In the high-level methods, in contrast to the low-level ones, understanding the teacher's intentions along with regenerating actions are required [5] , [6] , [9] , [11] . In this level, also called "true imitation," skills are abstracted in a generalized symbolic representation [9] , [12] , [13] . Abstraction, conceptualization, and symbolization, which are bases of true imitation, bring decreased state space as one of the requirements of real-world applications. Moreover, they expedite the knowledge transfer from one agent or situation to another [5] , [9] , [10] , [12] , [14] , [15] . In this study, an incremental model for learning concepts by imitation as one of the manifestation of true imitation learning is introduced. The proposed method abstracts and generalizes the observed multimodal spatiotemporal demonstrations based on their perceptual and functional similarities during imitation.
In the majority of previous studies [1] , [12] , [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , concepts are formed only based on their physical or perceptual characteristics; nevertheless, there are some perceptually different skills that have the same functional effects or semantic meanings, called relational concepts. These concepts cannot be abstracted merely based on their perceptual information [10] , [14] , [21] , [22] . They are prevalence in human's social interactions and their everyday life; for instance, disparate gestures to convey the meaning of "Hello" in different cultures. Therefore, functional categorization of concepts is indispensable for robots that coexist with humans; however, not enough research has been carried out in this field. In addition, social robots should be able to learn concepts gradually and autonomously in cooperation with humans to keep themselves socially competent.
Considering these requirements, this paper presents a gradual and incremental learning algorithm that abstracts and generalizes observed multimodal spatiotemporal demonstrations to acquire relational concepts during imitation. The proposed method comprises a low-level and a high-level module. The low-level module abstracts perceptual demonstrations by means of a dynamic model of the mirror neuron system, called recurrent neural network with parametric biases (RNNPB) [1] , [23] [24] [25] . In the high-level module, relational concepts are formed based on the acquired perceptual prototypes and the perceived teacher's feedbacks. The prototype theory, used to represent relational concepts, brings several benefits such as generalization and memory efficiency in comparison to the exemplar or rule representation theories [26] . In the proposed method, the concepts and proto-symbols emerge automatically during the learning. The proposed memory rehearsal enables the robot to gradually extract and utilize the common structural relations among demonstrations, which not only tackle noise and occlusions efficiently, but it also expedites the learning process especially at the initial stages.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses the related studies on imitation learning and conceptualization. Section III describes the way of teaching relational concepts to the robot and the details of the proposed imitation learning algorithm. In Section IV, different experimental scenarios are introduced to assess the performance of the proposed imitation learning method and they are followed by the obtained results. The comparison between the proposed method and the most relevant research is discussed in Section V. The conclusion is presented in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
In recent years, abstraction and symbolization have received a great deal of attention by researchers in the field of imitation learning [1] , [7] , [10] , [17] , [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . A considerable portion of these methods inspired by the presumed role of mirror neurons in imitative behaviors of animals and humans [1] , [7] , [10] , [17] , [34] [35] [36] [37] . However, despite the prevalence of relational concepts, most of the researches abstract observed demonstrations only based on their perceptual characteristics without addressing their functional properties or effects.
Tani et al. [1] , [23] [24] [25] proposed a bioinspired recurrent neural network scheme, called RNNPB, as a model of the mirror neuron system. In this model, the observed spatiotemporal patterns of sensory-motor flow are abstracted perceptually and learned through the forward dynamics of the network. The model is evaluated in an object manipulation task by an armtype humanoid robot. The experiments show the robustness and the flexibility of the algorithm in generating the learned behavior patterns by utilizing the fast and the slow dynamics in the RNNPB. However, in these studies, acquired concepts are formed only based on their perceptual similarity in an offline and batch-training manner without considering their functional similarity.
Yokoya et al. [39] also proposed an imitation learning algorithm inspired by the role of mirror neurons and infant's body babbling. In this model, RNNPB is used in acquisition of the relations between robot's arm motions and the perceived object's motions demonstrated by the human operator. Subsequently, the robot could reproduce similar object's motions using its own motion repository. Another framework with similar goal is also proposed in [40] that enables robot to predict and imitate other's motions by translating the viewpoints and utilizing the learned forward-inverse model of the robot's body. The results show that robot could properly imitate observed object's motions demonstrated by the human operators. However, in both studies, the learning process is offline and the abstraction is only based on the perceptual characteristics of the observed demonstrations.
Wermet et al. [16] , [17] proposed another architecture for imitation learning based on neurocognitive evidences on the topological organization of mirror neurons and their activation in response to an action performed, observed, or verbally referred to [7] , [13] , [17] , [34] , [35] . In this architecture, action sensor readings are abstracted and topologically clustered by a self-organizing memory into various body locations dependent on the associated body regions. In the next level, the encoded motor actions are integrated and associated to visual observations and language instructions counterparts by a sparse coding Helmholtz machine. This method is used for designing a neural robot in MirrorBot project; however, the acquired concepts are perceptual not relational.
Breazeal et al. [18] proposed a computational model of facial imitation using biologically inspired mechanisms (Meltzoff's active intermodal mapping model [41] ) to build socially intelligent robots. The key hypothesis behind the model is that human infants start their imitative interactions with facial mimicry. The agent maps perceived human expressions into an intermodal representation and use them to execute a goal-directed search in its motor space and successively make the human's pose approximation more accurate. In this study, neither dynamics of actions nor their functional relations are considered. Moreover, being inspired by mirror neurons and the mimesis theory [42] , Inamura et al. [12] proposed a bioinspired model of imitation learning based on HMMs. 1 In this model, HMMs are used for abstracting and symbolization of human motion patterns as well as their recognition and generation. Demonstrations of different motion patterns are manually grouped, and then, encoded into distinct HMMs in a batch training approach. As a result, the number of HMMs representing different behaviors should be known a priori; which is not suitable for online applications and social robots.
Calinon et al. [19] proposed another HMM-based imitation learning mechanism. The foundation of this model is dimensionality reduction. The observed sensory-motor demonstrations are projected into a latent space of reduced dimensionality. The projected trajectories are then encoded by HMMs. The experiments showed that the model is robust against noise and performs well in both motion recognition and generation. However, the model is not incremental and the concepts of each demonstration should be determined a priori.
Considering these shortcomings into account, some methods were proposed for autonomous and incremental learning of continuous human motion patterns [15] , [43] , [44] . One of the prominent representative algorithms is proposed by Kadone and Nakamura [15] . This model affords autonomous segmentation, abstraction, memorization, and recognition of demonstrated motions using associative neural networks. Ogata et al. [45] also proposed an incremental method for the mutual adaptation between humans and robots using recurrent neural networks (RNNs). However, the method is tailored for the navigation system, but the results are noteworthy since they showed that the RNN with consolidation learning is more suitable for continuous learning in contrast to the conventional feedforward and recurrent networks. Kulic et al. [44] proposed another wellknown incremental and autonomous imitation learning algorithm for acquisition, symbolization, recognition, clustering, and hierarchical organization of whole body motion patterns using factorial HMMs. However, despite the importance and the prevalence of relational concepts, all of the mentioned studies only addressed perceptual similarity among demonstrated motion patterns for abstraction and symbolization.
To the best of our knowledge, a limited amount of research has been proposed for learning and abstracting relational concepts based on both perceptual and functional properties [9] , [10] , [14] , [22] , [46] . One of the basic models for learning concepts by imitation, called conceptual imitation learning, was proposed by Mobahi et al. [22] . It is a bioinspired model that acquires abstract relational concepts using teacher's reinforcement signals. This model is just applicable for learning concepts from single observations, and is not directly extendible to continuous sequences of observations.
Hajmirsadeghi et al. [9] , [10] , [46] proposed two incremental models for learning concepts by imitation, called RBCIL 2 and EBCIL, 3 for relational abstraction and generalization of observed spatiotemporal human motion primitives in a humanrobot interaction task. In this model, each relational concept is represented by a number of HMM prototypes, which symbolize different perceptual variants of that concept with the same functional effect. RBCIL uses teacher's reinforcement signal to acquire relational concepts. In addition, EBCIL acquires concepts in a more natural and user-friendly manner by recognizing their functional effects from observing and realizing teacher's facial expression. Being inspired by well-known postulation that mirror neurons are multimodal [1] , [13] , [17] , [34] , they extended their method for multimodal integration of observed demonstrations [10] . They use distinct HMMs for representing 2 Reinforcement-based conceptual imitation learning algorithm (RBCIL). 3 Effect-based conceptual imitation learning algorithm (EBCIL). each perceptual prototype in each modality (i.e., localist scheme [47] ), and then, integrate them to organize relational concepts.
These separated modeling of prototypes lead to neglecting the common structural relations among different modalities and concepts. Since each HMM needs to learn these relations again, the learning speed decreases and more observations are needed for generalization, in contrast to the distributed representation scheme [47] . Therefore, the localist scheme used in [9] , [10] , and [46] is in contradiction to the main idea of imitation learning that supports expediting autonomous training of robots using the minimum number of demonstrations.
The goal of our research is to develop an imitation learning method that learns relational concepts from multimodal spatiotemporal demonstrations incrementally and autonomously during a limited number of interactions. Being robust against noise and missing data, in addition to, having generalization capability are also other desired properties.
III. ILOCI: THE PROPOSED METHOD FOR INCREMENTAL LEARNING OF CONCEPTS BY IMITATION
This section gives an elaborate view into how our proposed method, called incremental learning of concepts by imitation (ILoCI), autonomously and gradually extracts and learns relational concepts in imitation of the teacher. We first define concepts especially relational concepts and discuss their importance.
According to Zentall et al. [21] , concept is a mental representation of the world in agent's mind. It is a unit of knowledge or meaning that might refer to an object, abstract idea, or event. This unit of knowledge is formed based on other units describing some properties about the concept. According to the characteristics that form concepts, they are categorized into three groups: perceptual, relational, and associative [21] . Perceptual concepts are established solely based on the physical features and similarities in the perceptual space. However, being similar in the perceptual space is not enough in formation of relational concepts. To form this type of concepts, external information that specifies their functionality is also needed. This information integrates perceptually different concepts with the same functionality into one relational concept. Automatic detection of functional similarity requires high-level cognition. We have employed user's feedback in terms of rewards and punishments for this purpose. In contrast, associative concepts have no obvious physical similarities and their shared functionality puts them into one concept.
In a nutshell, ILoCI has a low-level module along with a high-level one. The low-level module is a dynamic model of the mirror neuron systems, called RNNPB [1] , [23] [24] [25] . It abstracts and symbolizes multimodal spatiotemporal demonstrations as perceptual concepts and assigns a code vector to each acquired prototype (see Section III-A). The high level or the conceptual module learns relational concepts by employing the low-level module and the teacher's feedbacks through interactions. Specifically, with the advent of a new teacher's demonstration, its concept is guessed by the algorithm, based on the previously learned concepts. Afterwards, an action in the memory, which is associated to the guessed concept, is exe- cuted in response to the teacher. Accordingly, the robot receives a reward or punishment signal from the teacher based on the correctness of the response. According to the received feedback, the acquired concepts in the robot's memory are updated or developed to fit in the new demonstration as well. In this way, the robot gradually and incrementally learns and develops the relational concepts in imitation of the teacher to increase its reward (see Section III-B).
This procedure resembles the assimilation and accommodation processes of schemas in child psychology, initially proposed by Piaget [48] , which describes how new information is taken and incorporated into the existing knowledge to modify or expand it in order to better understand the world. The following subsections give detailed explanation of the modules.
A. Low-Level Module (RNNPB) for Learning, Recognizing, and Generating Perceptual Concepts
RNNPB, proposed by Tani et al. [1] , [23] [24] [25] , is a version of Jordan-type recurrent neural network with parametric bias (PB) neurons in the input layer. PB neurons have the same value during both recognition and generation of a specific pattern. Therefore, their function can be regarded similar to that of mirror neurons, following researchers who assign imitative behaviors to mirror neurons [13] , [35] . Fig. 1 shows the RNNPB network in three phases; namely learning, generation, and recognition. In this network, C t and C t+1 represents the context units at time t and t + 1, respectively. The self-feedback loop is established from C t+1 in the output layer to C t in the input layer and their activations represent the internal state of the network. Symbols S t /S t+1 and M t /M t+1 denote sensory and motor information at time t and t+1, respectively. Also,Ŝ t+1 andM t+1 denote sensory-motor predictions by the network at time t+1.
In the learning phase [see Fig. 1(a) ], a set of movement patterns in terms of target sensory and motor values (e.g., user's hand position and robot's joint angles) are taught to the network in terms of its forward dynamics. An automatically determined and distinct PB vector is assigned to each of the learned different movement patterns. However, the learned synaptic weight matrix is common among all patterns. In the learning phase, the values of PB vectors and the network synaptic weights are learned by back-propagating the errors resulted from comparing theŜ t+1 /M t+1 with S t+1 /M t+1 . The learned synaptic weight matrix will be constant afterwards during the generation and the recognition phases.
After completion of learning, the motion patterns can be generated by externally setting their associated PB values in the input layer as shown in Fig. 1(b) . A motion pattern is generated in a closed-loop mode using the forward dynamics of the RN-NPB to generate the next predicted sensory-motor input values.
In the recognition phase, the PB values are inversely computed for a given target pattern, see Fig. 1(c) . These values are updated in the direction of minimizing the back-propagated error between the given target pattern and its prediction obtained by utilizing the temporal values of PB vectors. If a prelearned movement pattern is observed, the PB value tends to converge to the corresponding PB vector determined in the learning phase. For more details on RNNPB, refer to [1] , [7] , and [23]- [25] .
B. Learning and Inference Algorithms in the High-Level Module
This subsection presents the details and mathematical formulation of the proposed method for learning relational concepts during imitation. Before digging into the details, some explanations and definitions are discussed.
In the proposed algorithm, multimodal spatiotemporal demonstrations are abstracted and symbolized in the memory through the low-level module. A unique PB vector is automatically assigned to each perceptually different consolidated demonstration in the memory. These PB vectors can be exemplars or prototypes based on their associated information in the high-level module. An exemplar PB vector stands for only one demonstration. However, a prototype PB vector is the medoid of demonstrations with sufficient perceptual similarity. All the exemplars and prototypes and their associated information are stored in a memory called "Mem"; see Table I . Consequently, a relational concept is defined as a set of perceptually different exemplars and prototypes in the memory with the same functional properties. All relational concepts form the set of concepts Q. The function CL Mem , (1), associates the index of each consolidated element (exemplar/prototype) in Mem with (1)
1) Learning Phase:
The main procedure of the proposed algorithm is an iterative cycle triggered by observing a new demonstration. Perceiving a new demonstration in terms of teacher's hand motion, known as sensory information, activates the smoothing, scaling, and fitting postprocesses consecutively. The processed sensory information is fed into the inverse kinematics function to compute the corresponding motor data, which is the joint angles of the robot's arm, while performing the processed teacher's demonstration. Details are given in Section IV-A. Then, the obtained sensory and motor data are input into the low-level module to recognize its concept.
After recognizing the concept, in response to the teacher, the robot performs an action and receives a reinforcement signal. Receiving a reward, the robot uses the observed demonstration to update or develop its memory. In contrast, in the case of punishment, the robot tries other available concepts until receiving a reward. If none of the former concepts in the robot's memory are proper for the new demonstration, a new concept will be generated and consolidated. A schematic of the learning process is illustrated as a supplementary file.
The pseudocode of the proposed algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 1. In the following, the algorithm is explained in more details. In the experiments, a Nao humanoid robot is the imitator and it senses the teacher motions through a Kinect sensor. These two components are used in Algorithm 1 to make the explanations easier to follow, however, the algorithm is general. a) Perceiving new demonstration (Lines#1-#15): At first a perceived teacher's motion goes through preprocessing. Details are described in Section IV-A. After preparing the observed motion sequence X = (X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X T ), a time stream of the processed sensory and the obtained motor information (defined in Line#4), the robot tries to find its associated concept. To do so, the observed motion sequence in terms of sensory and motor data, is fed into Mem.TrajectoryNet and the value of PB obs is computed by back propagating and minimizing the error betweenŜ t+1 /M t+1 and S t+1 /M t+1 (Line#6). Afterwards, in order to find the most similar PBs_rec in Euclidean-space, the value of PB obs is compared with the values of associated PBs_rec vectors of previously learned concepts which are not in Q tried (Line#8).
The concept of the most similar exemplar or prototype (CL Mem i ) is selected as the concept of the novel observed demonstration (CL obs ) and is added to Q tried (Lines#10-#11). In response to the teacher, the robot executes the action with the lowest error, bestAction, among actions with CL Mem i concept. After performing bestAction, the robot receives a feedback (reward or punishment) from the teacher. The feedback helps it to adjust the concepts. According to the received reinforcement signal, the robot faces following three situations.
-Receiving positive reinforcement signal with high similarity between PB vectors (Lines#16-#17): A positive feedback shows that the robot has found the concept of the new demonstration. Moreover, it is an evidence of a highly similar exemplar or prototype for the new observed demonstration in the robot's memory and fulfills the need of relearning. Therefore, the most similar consolidated demonstration in the robot's memory is strengthened as a potential candidate for the new observed demonstration. This decision originates from the intrinsic property of Mem.TrajectorNet that automatically assigns similar values to the PB vectors of the perceptually similar demonstrations.
-Receiving positive reinforcement signal with low similarity between PB vectors (Lines#18-#20): In this case, CL obs has been found correctly but there is no enough perceptually similar exemplar or prototype for that demonstration in the memory. Therefore, the robot should learn a new prototype for that relational concept in its memory and consolidate it through memory rehearsal. After a while, memory may be overpopulated with perceptually similar exemplars and prototypes. Therefore, these demonstrations should be abstracted and clustered, in order to select the best representatives of their counterpart clusters. Thus, a complete link hierarchical agglomerative clustering [49] is called when a new exemplar of a concept is added to the memory while the number of samples of both prototypes and exemplars of that concept exceeds Num Threshold . Afterwards, final valid clusters are selected based on two criteria. First, the number of demonstrations should exceed a predefined threshold with at least one exemplar in the cluster. Second, the mean of the pairwise Euclidean distances among vectors within the cluster should be less than D cutoff . This threshold is computed based on the mean (µ) and the standard deviation (σ) of the pairwise Euclidean distances across all vectors in the clusters of the desired concept as
In the aforementioned equation, K cutoff is a predefined parameter that controls the granularity level of the algorithm. Higher values of K cutoff lead to more number of specific prototypes; while lower values bring more general prototypes. However, all variant perceptual prototypes of a concept are generalized as one relational concept in the high-level module. In our experiments, this parameter is set to an equitable value selected based on some prior knowledge and trial and error. Fig. 3 illustrates the clustering process when a new demonstration of triangle concept is added to the memory.
-Receiving negative reinforcement signal (Lines#21-#22): In the case of receiving a negative signal, the robot uses its next most similar concept which is not in Q tried , until it receives a positive feedback. If the robot uses all the concepts without receiving a positive feedback, then the new observed demonstration should be learned as a novel exemplar of a new concept by using memory rehearsal. b) No other untried concept exists in the imitator's memory (Lines#23-#25): This situation means that none of the former tried concepts in the robot's memory are proper for the novel demonstration; therefore, a new concept is generated. New_CL assigns an index to the new relational concept of the given demonstration. Afterwards, the new demonstration is consolidated in the robot's memory as an exemplar of the new concept through memory rehearsal. c) Memory rehearsal: Memory rehearsal is performed to learn a novel demonstration of a new concept, or to form a novel prototype for an earlier learned concept. Learning new demonstrations faces memory interference which damages previously learned patterns in the memory. This is due to the distributed representation of patterns in a single network (various patterns share the same synaptic weights in the network). Despite its numerous advantages, memory interference is one of the challenges of employing distributed representation scheme. To overcome this difficulty, rehearsing and consolidation according to a biological hypothesis 4 are employed [50] .
In the memory rehearsal, previous consolidated prototypes and exemplars in Mem are first regenerated using Mem.TrajectoryNet as a long-term memory. To do this, the values of PB neurons and initial input neurons in the network's input layer are set to the associated values of the consolidated prototypes or exemplars in Mem (Line#1 in function definition). These regenerated patterns are temporarily stored in a temporal storage called temporal memory (set of demonstrations). New demonstration is also added to the temporal memory (Line#2 in function definition). Then, Mem.TrajectoryNet is trained with all patterns in temporal memory, starting from the previous network in order to speed up the network training process (Line#3 in function definition). Afterwards, Mem is updated based on the new trained Mem.TrajectoryNet and the prior associated information of patterns in temporal memory (e.g., nPrototypes, numSamples, numSteps, initalInfo, and conceptLables). Finally, the temporal memory is released.
Like infants in their early years of life, a naïve robot should spend considerable time for learning a sufficient number of patterns through rehearsing and consolidation. In this step, more interactions with the teacher are needed to learn relational concepts during imitation. However, as time passes, the robot has a variety of previously learned concepts in its memory, and consequently, it responds to the teacher appropriately with less interactions. But, in the face of observing demonstrations of new concepts, the robot should rehearse and pay costs to learn them. This is similar to the costs and practices that humans experience to learn new skills.
2) Inference Phase: In an incremental and interactive learning method, the learning process never stops. However, to assess the performance of ILoCI, an inference phase is designed. In this phase, there is no further external information taught by the teacher to retrieve concepts of observed demonstrations. When a new demonstration is observed, the robot uses its current acquired knowledge during the learning phase to recognize the concept. PB obs is computed and its value is compared with the values of PBs rec vectors of consolidated prototypes and exemplars in the memory based on Euclidean distance. Concept of the most similar vector is considered as CL obs and its most accurate associated motor action is executed by the robot in response to the teacher.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL FRAMEWORK
ILoCI is evaluated in a human-robot interaction task. The test platform is the Aldebaran Robotics Nao humanoid robot [51] version V3.2. In the following subsections, the data collection process for the teacher's hand-drawn dataset (i.e., experimental scenario I), the parameter setting, the evaluation method and measures along with the results are presented. In the experimental scenario II, the performance of ILoCI is evaluated in facing demonstrations with noisy and missing parts. Finally, its ability is tested on the standard LASA handwriting benchmark dataset [52] , [53] .
A. Data Collection
There are different ways of teaching and guiding a robot in imitation learning such as data gloves, laser range finder, kinesthetic teaching, 5 and vision [5] . Vision-based methods are not only one of the most user friendly ways of teaching robots but also one of the least expensive ones that encourage teachers to guide robots. Therefore, we used vision-based teaching method in our experiments.
Microsoft Kinect sensor [54] is used for observing and collecting the information of teacher's hand movements. To teach a primitive movement, the teacher faces the Kinect sensor and moves his hand in the air and draws a shape. In this experiment, different people are asked to draw six different shapes including English eight, square, infinite symbol, heart, tick, and curve in vertical plane. Each shape-which is considered as a distinct relational concept-might be produced with different hand trajectories in the robot's perceptual space. For instance, there might be two perceptually different representations for curve; i.e., teachers draw it either from right to left or left to right; however, both shapes have the same functional meaning and belong to the same relational concept. Table II shows a summary of the collected dataset used in this paper to assess the performance of the proposed method. A median filter with window size 16 is applied on each teacher's hand movement to remove noise and to smooth the observed data. Besides the Fig. 4 . Schematic of the data collection process using Microsoft Kinect sensor, (a) capturing data via Kinect SDK, (b) smoothing Kinect data by applying a median filter, (c) scaling and fitting data in order to be in the secure Nao's workspace, (d) normalizing the sensory and the calculated motor data (Nao's joint angles obtained via IK) and computing displacements (dX rob ot , dY rob ot , dM rob ot ). median filter, Kinect SDK applies a moderate smoothing filter based on the Holt double exponential smoothing method [55] on the calculated position of teachers' joints in each camera frame. It is worthy to note that teacher's hand-drawing motions are incrementally and gradually given to the robot and the robot's task is to learn their relational concepts while imitating and interacting with the teachers.
The robot needs to learn the motor data with the associated sensory information in order to recognize and generate the observed demonstrations in future. Thereby, the observed smoothed teacher's hand demonstration is scaled and fitted in a selected y-z plane in the robot's workspace. The selected workspace, depicted as a supplementary figure, assures the possibility of executing the action by the robot considering its physical limitations and valid workspace [56] . Subsequently, the joint angles of Nao's right arm are obtained by applying the built-in inverse kinematics (IK) 6 on the processed demonstration. In our experiments, the robot always starts to draw a shape by its right hand from the initial configuration (shoul-derPitch = 120°, shoulderRoll = -45°, elbowYaw = 90°, and ElbowRoll = 80°). It can be seen that the robot can draw scaled demonstrations by using only three of its degrees of freedom (shoulderPitch, shoulderRoll, and elbowYaw), which are known as motor data in our experiments. To make the results invariant to translational and rotational transformations, the relative displacement values (i.e., two sensory and three motor data as [d x , d y , d RshoulderPitch , d RshoulderRoll , d RelbowYaw ]) are used instead of the absolute ones as inputs to the learning algorithm. Fig. 4 illustrates the whole data collection process and some samples of the processed hand demonstrations are presented in Fig. 5 .
In the first two experimental scenarios, the following parameters are set for the proposed algorithm. Mem.TrajectoryNet has five input nodes and five prediction output nodes. It has also 3 PB neurons, 10 context, and 40 hidden nodes. Moreover, we set K cutoff , Num Threshold , and Similarity Threshold to 0.5, 3, and 0.1, respectively. 
B. Evaluation Method
We used fivefold cross validation to assess the performance of the proposed algorithm. Each fold consists of different combinations of demonstrations for training and testing. All perceptual representations of each shape were randomly divided to five partitions and each of the partitions was used once as training and four times as testing dataset. The ideal situation for the robot is to learn the concepts fast while observing only a few numbers of demonstrations and acquiring comprehensive prototypes. Thus, only 20% of the demonstrations were used for training and the remaining 80% were used for testing in each fold. The results of all five folds are averaged and reported.
C. Evaluation Measures
Confidence and normalized confusion matrices [49] are employed to evaluate the algorithm in terms of inferring the concepts in the test folds. Each of the folds separately, along with averages over all folds, are under evaluation; however, the results on each fold are not shown due to the page limit. In addition, the averaged reinforcement signals (over five folds) given by the teacher during the learning phase are presented in order to assess the quality of the robot's interactions, especially at the initial stages. To investigate how the concepts are formed in the robot's memory, the protosymbol space (PB space) of the acquired prototypes, as well as the number of consolidated exemplars and prototypes, are also reported. Furthermore, the prediction ability of the proposed method, especially for the previously unobserved demonstrations, are assessed. In addition, one generated sample for each of the acquired relational concepts are also presented to show the ability of ILoCI in learning generalized and comprehensive prototypes along with its ability in smoothly regenerating the learned prototypes.
D. Experimental Scenario I
We assessed the inference ability of the proposed algorithm by evaluating its classification performance over the test demon- strations in the teacher's hand-drawn dataset. The average correct classification rate of all five folds is 87.72 ± 6.32. Table III presents the average normalized confusion and confidence matrices.
True positive values in Table III , show that the robot can correctly recognize demonstrations of each relational concept with high confidence value. Although, the shapes have similarities with each other in this dataset (see Fig. 6 ), but the algorithm can discriminate them correctly. These similarities also explain the false negative values for complex shapes like heart, square, and infinity. However, the low confidence values for false negatives indicate that the algorithm is unsure about these results. This ability to properly judge its outcomes brings the metacognition property to the robot.
Moreover, to assess the learning speed and the interaction quality of the proposed algorithm, the reinforcement signals given by the teacher during the learning phase have been investigated. Fig. 7 shows the average reinforcement signals over five folds. Because of the discrete nature of the reinforcement signals (+1 for reward and -1 for punishment), the results in Fig. 7 has been smoothed with a backward moving average with window length of seven to reflect the expected behavior clearly.
The robot is capable of learning the relational concepts of the observed demonstrations very fast especially at the initial stages of learning. According to Fig. 7 , in 75% (in average) of the experiments, the robot has correctly recognized the relational concepts in the first interaction after merely learning 35 demonstrations (20% of the data).
Two specific reasons can be cited for this notable property. First, when a new demonstration with a novel relational concept is observed, it will be consolidated and probably updated later in the memory as a representative of the perceived relational concept. Consequently, the robot has at least one representation for each relational concept in the memory due to their functional abstraction. Therefore, it can recognize new demonstrations quickly using prototypes in its memory without relearning them from scratch. Second, all consolidated exemplars and prototypes are stored in one memory (distributed representation) through memory rehearsal, which brings about the utilization of their common structural relations (e.g., the mapping between sensory and motor data) in order to expedite and enhance the learning process.
Furthermore, ILoCI is able to predict and reconstruct not only the observed demonstrations but also the novel ones. This property is achieved as a result of the distributed representation scheme and the memory rehearsal that brings the possibility of extracting and memorizing the tractable structural relations among demonstrations. Fig. 8 shows the predicted values for each sensory and motor neuron over time, during the observation of two consecutive training demonstrations in the fourth fold. Fig. 8(a) shows that after learning the first demonstration (curve concept), the algorithm cannot predict the next movements of the new demonstration (infinity) precisely; due to its imperfect learning of the mapping between the sensory and the motor data. However, Fig. 8(b) shows when the algorithm has learned two demonstrations (curve and infinity), it can predict the next movements precisely during learning new demonstration (eight) as a result of better estimate of the mapping between the sensory and the motor data. Therefore, by learning more demonstrations, the algorithm gains more information and improves its mapping that leads to better predictions of the teacher's next movements. Tick  Infinity  Square  Sum   1  2  2  2  1  2  2  1 1  2  2  2  3  1  1  1  1 0  3  2  2  2  1  2  2  1 1  4  2  2  2  1  2  1  1 0  5  2  2  2  1  2  1  1 0 The robot can almost find the same number of perceptual prototypes as the number of the perceptual variants of each relational concept. Table IV provides the number of acquired perceptual prototypes for each concept and fold at the end of the learning phase. It shows that, in most of the cases, the number of perceptual prototypes is similar to the expected values in Fig. 5 . The average number of consolidated exemplars and prototypes in memory (over five folds) during the learning phase is also presented as a supplementary figure. ILoCI unites all different perceptual prototypes of one relational concept in the high-level module using the teachers' feedbacks. Fig. 9 shows the symbol space (PB space) of the acquired perceptual prototypes in the fourth fold. The PB vectors with the same markers represent different perceptual prototypes of one relational concept (e.g., both acquired perceptual prototypes of heart are shown with green circle markers). The results also show that two different perceptual prototypes are acquired for infinity, which has only one distinct perceptual representation according to Table II . Since the teachers draw shapes freely, the observed demonstrations might considerably vary, and consequently, two different perceptual prototypes are formed. However, it is notable that all variant prototypes of one relational concept are unified in the high-level module through functional abstraction.
Moreover, the proposed algorithm generates smooth and comprehensive prototypes for each relational concept, despite the presence of noise in the training demonstrations, without any smoothing postprocessing. Two main sources of the noise are the inaccurate estimations of teacher's joint positions by Kinect sensor and the mentioned discrepancies in the observed demonstrations. Fig. 10 shows one regenerated example for each acquired relational concept by the robot. The smooth generated prototypes support the generalization ability of the algorithm. The supplementary videos show the execution of these motions by Nao humanoid robot.
E. Experimental Scenario II
In the second experimental scenario, two experiments are designed to assess the robustness of the proposed algorithm in recognizing and inferring the relational concepts in face of missing information, as an inevitable consequence of visual occlusion or unavailable sensor. In the headMissing and tailMissing experiments, different portions of information (from 10% to 60%) are omitted from the beginning and the end of the test demonstrations respectively (see Fig. 11 ). The experiments are performed on the fourth fold in the experimental scenario I and the test demonstrations are fed into the algorithm to infer their concepts. It is worthy to note that missing larger percentages of data (50% or 60%), makes recognition hard, even for humans.
The accuracy of the proposed algorithm to infer the relational concepts of test demonstrations are given in Fig. 12 . It shows that the performance of the proposed algorithm decreases while missing information is on the increase. Moreover, the pointto-point comparison of the performance in the two experiments reveals that the heads of demonstrations contain more distinctive information than their tails in our experiments. The acceptable performance of the algorithm against missing a large proportion of information (more than 70% of correct recognition rate while missing information up to 40%) supports its robustness against occlusion, as a vital property in the real-world applications.
In addition, in-depth assessments of the proposed algorithm based on the normalized confusion and confidence matrices (which are not shown here due to the page limit) reveal that the recognition confidence of ILoCI decreases for the true positives and increases for the false negatives, while missing information are on the increase. The change in the confidence values is reasonable since demonstrations lose their original structures and become more similar to other shapes by missing more information. For instance, when the initial part of tick shapes has been missed, they are classified as curve with higher confidence, since a tick without the initial part is more similar to curve. Therefore, ILoCI is tolerant of occlusion and it is expected to be enhanced by more various structures of demonstrations.
F. Results on LASA Handwriting Dataset
To assess the generalization ability of ILoCI in facing larger number of concepts and for making it directly comparable with other competing algorithms, its performance is also evaluated on a standard benchmark dataset, called LASA [52] , [53] . LASA consists of 26 various handwriting motions collected from pen input using a Tablet PC [52] , [53] . It contains 22 distinct relational concepts with a considerable degree of similarity among them.
Five-fold cross validation, described in Section IV-B, is used to assess the performance of ILoCI. In this experiment, Mem.TrajectoryNet has 6 input/output nodes, 4 PB neurons, 25 context, and 60 hidden nodes. All other parameters are set to the same values as in Section IV-A.
The average correct classification rate over all five folds is 91.35 ± 3.51. The normalized confusion and confidence matrices, the acquired protosymbol space and the regenerated examples of the consolidated relational concepts are available as supplementary data.
V. COMPARISON WITH RELATED WORKS
In this section, besides the general comparisons in Section II, a detailed comparison between the proposed method and other highly relevant and state-of-the-art studies are given. Since there are various studies with different aims and achievements in the field of imitation learning, it is difficult to present an elaborate comparison. Nevertheless, an RNNPB model, as the low-level module of ILoCI, is brought into comparison to show the effective role of the high-level module in fulfilling our goals. ILoCI is also compared with a high-level imitation learning model, proposed by Arie et al. [37] , aiming at acquiring behavior compositionality through a neurodynamic system. Moreover, another incremental and high-level imitation learning, recently proposed by Aksoy et al. [38] , is included in the comparison. Finally, ILoCI is compared elaborately with the proposed methods by Hajimirsadeghi et al. [9] , [10] , [46] ; since they are also incremental and high-level imitation learning methods that consider relational concepts.
Tani et al. [1] , [23] [24] [25] proposed a bioinspired model of the mirror neuron system, called RNNPB, to abstract the observed spatiotemporal demonstrations perceptually. There are notable differences between their model and ILoCI. Our proposed method is a manifestation of high-level imitation learning that addresses both perceptual and functional properties of observed demonstrations for abstraction, generalization, recognition, and conceptualization. It presents a hierarchical organization of skills in which those with the same functional effects belong to the same category even if their perceptual representations are varied. However, in [1] , [23] [24] [25] , only the perceptual similarity between demonstrations is used for abstraction, despite the prevalence of relational concepts in humans' daily life. In addition, our method learns relational concepts incrementally and gradually through interaction with the teacher (see Section III-B). In contrast, the learning process in [1] and [23] [24] [25] is offline, which is a restrictive property for the real-world applications.
Arie et al. [37] proposed a high-level imitation learning method to acquire the behavior compositionality of observed demonstrations by utilizing a multiple timescale recurrent neural network. The method brings generalization not only over sensory-motor trajectory variances, but also on a cognitive level that concerns qualitative understanding of compositional actions. In this method, each compositional action, consisted of multiple primitives, is abstracted and encoded by a distinct self-determined value, called initial state. An iterative goaldirected plan strategy is proposed to find and generate the optimal compositional action with the similar distal goal state as the specified one. Thereby, those compositional actions with the same distal goal states are unified; and consequently, generalization on a cognitive level is fulfilled. The method is appropriate for goal-directed manipulation tasks, since the generalization on the cognitive level is based on the distal goal states of the observed actions (i.e., their perceptual properties) not their functional meanings. However, ILoCI generalizes all perceptually variant demonstrations with the same functional meaning as one relational concept (see Section IV-D). Moreover, the offline learning process of their method impedes its use in real-world applications. In contrast, ILoCI is an incremental and gradual method that learns relational concepts during imitation through few interactions with the teacher.
Considering the requirements of social robots, Aksoy et al. [38] have presented an incremental and online method for learning the semantics of observed manipulation actions. Semantic event chains (SECs) are used as the main processing tool to abstract the observed manipulation tasks captured by a Kinect sensor. Key frames are elicited from the observed demonstrations and SECs are derived based on the spatial relations between the objects involved in the manipulation actions. With the advent of a manipulation action, it is compared with the currently learned SEC models in the memory and a similarity threshold is computed. In case of enough similarity to the current SEC models, the most similar one will be updated. Otherwise, the observed manipulation action will be learned as a new SEC model. Despite its advantages, the method [38] is only suitable for manipulation tasks since SECs are computed based on the spatial relations between objects and the functional effects of manipulation actions, and consequently, their relational concepts, are also not acquired. Moreover, the method only presents a model for representing the manipulation actions in the symbolic level without addressing the problem of executing them. Finally, a considerable number of training demonstrations (totally 120 demonstrations of eight different manipulation actions [38] ) is needed to achieve the desirable abstraction and generalization in the method, due to the localist scheme employed for memorizing the acquired SEC models.
In contrast, ILoCI is suitable for human-robot interaction tasks. It presents a model for representing the actions in the symbolic level along with the trajectory level, which is a significant challenge in integrating the discrete symbolic artificial intelligence (AI) and the continuous control of robots [5] , [57] . ILoCI also learns the relational concepts of the observed spatiotemporal demonstrations in a distributed representation scheme. It learns relational concepts fast, especially at the initial stages with few number of interactions with the teacher (after observing only 35 demonstrations of six different relational concepts according to Fig. 7) , that is a significant property for a robot in social environments.
The most relevant research to our method is presented by Hajimirsadeghi et al. [9] , [10] , [46] . In their research, independent HMMs are used to abstract perceptually similar demonstrations for making prototypes (Localist scheme). Moreover, they have extended their model to include multimodal concept recognition by presenting a mechanism for integrating isolated perceptions of different modalities.
The algorithm in [9] , needs a considerable number of demonstrations for abstracting and generalizing concepts (it needs 168 out of 210 demonstrations for training). The tractable relations among different demonstrations or modalities are not properly utilized due to the separated modeling of prototypes. Therefore, a substantial number of interactions are needed (about 50% of training demonstrations) for the robot to reach a desired level of interaction with the teacher (based on [9, Figs. 6, 7, and 9] ). Nevertheless, in [10] , Hajimirsadeghi et al. improved the recognition rate and the learning speed of their model especially at initial stages by introducing new prototypes, called conceptual prototypes. However, their method still needs a considerable number of training demonstrations for desirable abstraction and generalization (after at least 60 interactions, it receives about 0.6 smoothed average reinforcement signal in visual modality according [10, Fig. 6(a)] ).
In contrast, in our proposed method, the extracted common structural relations among different demonstrations and modalities (as discussed in Section III-B) are utilized for generation, recognition, and abstraction of demonstrations. Consequently, the robot learns fast especially at the initial stages with few interactions (according to Fig. 7 , it has received more than 0.6 smoothed average reinforcement signal after 35 interactions), which is important for living in social environments.
The proposed conceptual prototypes in [10] enhance the recognition rate with few training demonstrations. These prototypes are formed in long-term memory (LTM) for each relational concept in the first observation of their demonstrations. Afterwards, the conceptual prototypes are extensively used for recognizing demonstrations of each concept until the emergence of its perceptual prototypes in LTM. In datasets with structurally similar perceptual variants of a concept, they enhance the recognition power by giving an early fair estimation of overall perceptual properties. However, we believe that conceptual prototypes, might not be effective (or even destructive) for datasets with structurally different perceptual variants of concepts. The differences in perceptual properties of various prototypes that represent a concept result in an ambiguous HMM, which is unable to recognize and regenerate encoded structures clearly. Therefore, it seems that the improvement in the performance is more owing to the properties of the dataset rather than the conceptual prototypes.
In comparison, in ILoCI, perceptual variants of different concepts (e.g., heart, eight, square, etc.) are always learned and abstracted together in one memory and the associated relational concepts are learned by the high-level module. Therefore, the performance of the proposed method is not dependent on the similarities between different abstracted perceptual variants of a specific concept.
In addition, Hajimirsadeghi et al. used the kinesthetic teaching method for data collection, which is an unnatural and timeconsuming method impeding the imitation learning. Moreover, the performance of the methods in [9] , [10] , and [46] are not assessed on missing data, despite its prevalence in realworld applications. In contrast, we proposed a natural and userfriendly vision-based method for teaching robots (discussed in Section IV-A). Moreover, it was shown that ILoCI is fairly robust against noise and occlusions in the training dataset (see Fig. 12 ) due to utilizing their common structural relations and memory rehearsal.
The prediction and the mental simulation abilities of ILoCI lead to easily predicting and simulating the teacher's next movement in a closed-loop mode. These properties, which are used in the memory rehearsal, bring online concept recognition and facilitate the interaction between the agent and the teacher. In contrast, online concept recognition is not a by-product of the methods in [9] , [10] , and [46] . Although, they proposed a solution by computing relative log likelihoods for each newly observed demonstration (in each step) against all former acquired HMM prototypes in the LTM memory [9] , but it is not practical due to its heavy computational burden.
In terms of memory and computational complexity, ILoCI is also superior to its similar methods for learning concepts by imitation [9] , [10] . Table V illustrates the comparisons in terms of the memory complexity and the computational burden of the milestone processes (i.e., training, recognition, and generation). Details are available as a supplementary data. It is obvious that the order of memory complexity of ILoCI is independent of the number of the training demonstrations. However, the structure of the network should be adequate for learning. In contrast, the memory complexity of the method in [10] depends on the number of increasingly acquired prototypes and exemplars in the memories, which are mostly greater than the actual number of perceptual prototypes (see [10, Figs. 6, 7, and 9] ). According to comparisons in Table V , the computational complexities of generating and training one demonstration for both methods are comparable, since the number of inputs is often small. However, in the inference phase, the computational complexity of ILoCI is significantly lower, since the number of inputs (denoted as N In in Table V) is often much smaller than the number of the acquired prototypes in LTM (N LTM). This improvement is precious to robots aiming at effectively interact with different individuals in social environments.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we introduced an incremental and gradual model for learning concepts by imitation as one of the manifestation of true imitation learning. The presented algorithm autonomously and incrementally learns relational concepts-which are prevalence in the environment and human's social interactions-from multimodal spatiotemporal demonstrations, based on their perceptual and functional properties during imitation. Functional similarities between observed motions are identified by interacting with the teacher during imitation. In this method, all prototypes are encoded and learned in a single recurrent neural network (i.e., RNNPB) through memory rehearsal to generalize and utilize their common structural relations. The relational concepts are formed as a set of perceptually scattered prototypes and exemplars, which are unified in the high-level module based on their functional similarity. The functional abstraction of demonstrations leads to acquiring less number of concepts in the agent's memory, and consequently, speeds up searching memory and facilitates knowledge transfer.
Furthermore, the prediction ability makes the robot highly interactive during imitation due to the facilitated mental simulation and online recognition of the teacher's next movements. In addition, the method brings a model for representing actions in the symbolic level along with the trajectory level. This is a significant challenge in integrating the discrete symbolic AI planning research and the continuous control of robots [5] , [57] .
The performance of the proposed algorithm was assessed in a human-robot interaction task. The robot learned to abstract and conceptualize the observed teacher's hand movements by receiving reinforcement signals during the learning phase. Microsoft Kinect sensor was used to capture the teacher's hand movements in a natural and user-friendly manner. The experiments were conducted on the Nao humanoid robot. ILoCI is also evaluated on a standard handwriting benchmark dataset [52] , [53] containing 26 concepts, to assess its generalization ability in facing larger number of concepts. The results showed that due to the abstraction and generalization in both perceptual and functional spaces, the robot can predict and truly recognize novel demonstrations of the previously learned concepts during the imitation. In addition, by utilizing their common structural relations, the learning process is expedited; especially at the initial stages. The robustness of the algorithm is also increased against noise and missing data. These properties make the proposed method a good choice for high-level imitation learning in the real-world applications; in which robots should comprehend intentions behind different individuals' motions and body language while effectively interact with them.
In the future work, we will focus on improving ILoCI for learning more complex behaviors by abstracting their hierarchical organization in a higher level module. The higher level module abstracts sequences of behaviors and generates an abstracted event sequence when the agent attempts to generate more complex behaviors. Another extension will be adding the ability to learn from observing mutual interactions of humans, instead of just relying on self-teacher interactions.
